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Abstract: With the continuous development of the new curriculum reform, it has become a 
fundamental way for university teachers to cultivate students' learning ability and core 
accomplishment in university teaching. As we all know, university teaching belongs to higher 
education, creating intelligent education environment will effectively show the unique educational 
resources and strength of the university, and more can show the level of education and teaching in 
our country.  At present, many university teachers are exploring the ways and means to create the 
intelligent education environment, and have already obtained many research results. This paper will 
make the following analysis according to these research results, hoping to provide practical teaching 
plan for the university teachers. 

1. Introduction  
Under the background of the new curriculum reform, it is of great significance to create the 

intelligent education environment in the university teaching to optimize the students' learning ideas 
and methods and to establish the correct learning values.  Based on the requirements of the new 
curriculum concept, optimizing the teaching situation and creating the wisdom education classroom 
as an important way to promote the development of university teaching, it is necessary for 
university teachers to continue to carry out in-depth research in the field of modern education.  With 
the help of wisdom education, let students contact more comprehensive learning content and get a 
better learning environment is the fundamental guideline of the current university teaching reform.  
Below, the author will carry on the detailed analysis argumentation to this.[1]. 

 
Figure 1 Learning environment 

2. Wisdom Education 
2.1.  Definition of Wisdom Education 

Wisdom education is education informatization, popularly speaking, is to arm the classroom with 
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advanced information teaching technology, so that all teaching links (classroom introduction, 
teaching, discussion, summary) become more intelligent and efficient because of the addition of 
information teaching technology, and construct a classroom with high efficiency, openness, sharing 
and cooperation, which embodies the new application and new development of modern information 
technology in the field of education.[2]. 

2.2.  The Role of Wisdom Education 
The technical characteristics of wisdom education are digitization, networking, intelligence and 

multimedia. From its technical characteristics, wisdom education is actually to effectively integrate 
and comb complex and diverse teaching information, and then present a form of education in front 
of students.  For students, wisdom education is essential and an important tool for efficient learning 
of theoretical knowledge and in-depth exploration of theoretical research.[3]. 

2.3.  Development of Wisdom Education 
With the continuous updating of Internet technology, the development of wisdom education has 

changed from the traditional form of "computer + projection + Mike" to the direction of "multi-
device collaboration, full network coverage ".  In general, the teaching environment of modern 
universities has become better and better because of the addition of wisdom education, and the 
major problems left over in traditional teaching have been overcome because of the addition of 
wisdom education.  In the future, the development prospect of wisdom education will be more 
broad and become the core teaching means of university teachers. 

 
Figure 2 Wisdom education 

3. The Change of Learning Environment and Teaching Present Situation under the Trend of 
Wisdom Education 
3.1. Changes in the Learning Environment under the Trend of Wisdom Education 

Under the trend of wisdom education, the learning environment of college students has 
undergone earth-shaking changes, mainly in the following aspects: first, the learning environment is 
more open and tolerant: with the help of the Internet, students can learn what many textbooks do not 
have, and even some of the content is more advanced than the knowledge in textbooks, which is 
particularly evident in the teaching of science courses, such as the introduction of C language and C 
++ in computer programming but rarely involves Java language, but through online learning 
students can find that Java language is the preferred language for programming at present; Second, 
the learning environment is more harmonious and orderly: the university classroom itself is very 
open, teachers and students can discuss and communicate with each other, but the traditional 
university classroom is difficult to ensure the quality of communication, you can easily mess up the 
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learning environment, and with the help of online social software, students can communicate 
through online chat, and teachers can monitor the content of the discussion and guide, so that the 
learning environment seems more harmonious and orderly; Third, the learning environment is 
richer and more diverse: teachers can create a variety of teaching situations by using multimedia 
and micro-classes, and then carry out different teaching activities, which to a great extent arouse the 
students' interest in learning; fourth, the learning environment is more high-quality and high-end: 
the addition of a large number of information teaching equipment can naturally make the traditional 
classroom a new look, showing the "high-end atmosphere grade" of the new era university 
classroom, so that the university education in our country is more in line with the international 
standard. 

3.2. The Present Situation of Teaching under the Trend of Wisdom Education 
In the light of the trend of wisdom education, although the university teaching has solved some 

traditional educational problems, some new educational problems have been brought about by the 
addition of information teaching equipment. First, the teaching content is more complex and more 
difficult: the traditional teaching content is obviously unable to meet the students' learning needs 
under the trend of wisdom education, and the more they listen and think, the more they will need to 
fill in the new knowledge. Second, the teaching means are more diverse, difficult to choose: under 
the trend of wisdom education, teachers are not worried about teaching methods too little, but too 
much, teaching, in the end, which teaching methods can be used to achieve the best teaching results, 
teachers themselves are also very contradictory, want to innovate but dare not try, want to be old 
but dare not go out of the teaching comfort zone, these are the main causes of teachers difficult to 
choose the best teaching means; Third, the teaching space is wider, and the higher the teachers are 
required: the more students learn, the more problems will arise, the greater the pressure of teachers' 
guidance, as teachers, it is a very faceless thing to make students difficult, but also easy to make the 
classroom atmosphere become awkward, so in the trend of wisdom education, teachers should 
constantly improve their own knowledge and teaching ability; Fourth, the teaching equipment is 
more intelligent, easy to produce technology dependence: although the potential of science and 
technology development, but the unique teaching style of teachers can not be simulated by the 
machine, after teachers adapt to the wisdom of education, the understanding and application of 
traditional teaching means slowly unfamiliar. 

 
Figure 3 Teaching style 

4. Improvement of Learning Environment and Teaching Status under the Trend of Wisdom 
Education 
4.1.  Improvement of Learning Environment under the Trend of Wisdom Education 

Under the trend of wisdom education, the improvement of college students' learning environment 
should be based on the attitude of "no best, only better ", so we should go further in the original 
teaching achievement of wisdom education and achieve better classroom teaching effect.  In general, 
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the following points are included: first, an open, inclusive basis closely revolves around the core of 
teaching: openness and inclusion, while absorbing a lot of educational resources, are not all useful, 
so teachers still need to carry out teaching activities closely around the core objectives and contents 
of teaching according to the requirements of teaching tasks.  Second, to stimulate students' 
autonomous learning ability on the basis of harmony and order: the communication and discussion 
of students tend to be networked, bringing a major problem is that students' autonomous thinking 
ability is weakened, so teachers should make good use of network social software, or to carry out a 
variety of autonomous practice activities as a means to enhance students' autonomous learning 
ability.  Third, to create a better teaching situation for students on the basis of richness and diversity: 
for college students, the teaching situation they understand should be more three-dimensional and 
vivid, so teachers need to use multimedia technology and teaching guidance to create a strong 
cultural and educational field, and then have a positive impact on students' learning attitude. Fourth, 
on the basis of high-quality, high-end heritage of traditional classroom good factors: the education 
wealth left by the older generation of educators for us can not be discarded because of wisdom 
education, the so-called "new and old combination ", is to pass on the good factors of traditional 
classroom under the trend of wisdom education, to create a university wisdom education classroom 
with Chinese characteristics.[4]. 

4.2.  Improvement of Teaching Status under the Trend of Wisdom Education 
The improvement of the present situation of teaching under the trend of wisdom education 

should be based on the principle and method of "the right remedy ", therefore, this paper puts 
forward the following improvement measures: first, strictly screening the teaching content, ensuring 
the students can listen to the ability: the complexity and diversity of the teaching content will make 
the students feel at a loss first, as a university teacher, it is important to generalize the educational 
resources, but it is more important to optimize the teaching resources. Second, students mainly self-
study, supplemented by information teaching means: the essential purpose of wisdom education is 
to construct" people-oriented teaching "classroom, no matter how many information teaching means 
can only be used as teaching aids, all university teachers need to understand this deeply, adhere to 
the" people-oriented teaching "concept to apply information teaching means, try not to let 
themselves and students have technical dependence; In the face of the increasingly complex 
classroom teaching situation, what teachers can do is to enhance their own teaching strength, 
strength is the ultimate principle, is the" universal key "to solve all the educational problems, so 
university teachers should adhere to the concept of" lifelong learning "to study professional 
knowledge, and understand the information teaching situation in our country. Fourth, teachers must 
realize the rationality of traditional teaching methods: entering the new era does not mean that the 
traditional teaching methods are outdated. On the contrary, teachers should seriously study the 
internal relationship between traditional education and wisdom education in an" innovative and 
creative "attitude, grasp the law to create a new way, and embody the broad and profound 
traditional culture and education of the Chinese nation. 

5. Conclusions 
To sum up, creating the intelligent education environment is an important measure for the 

teaching reform under the guidance of the new curriculum idea.  As a university teacher, we should 
make clear the important value and significance of creating the intelligent education environment, 
and adopt scientific teaching ideas and diversified teaching methods to actively optimize the 
teaching status quo.  Although the above analysis and argumentation is only the author's personal 
advice, but still hope to be able to provide effective teaching help for the university teachers.  Under 
the new curriculum standard, it is hoped that the majority of university teachers can give full play to 
their own wisdom and intelligence, and continue to explore better teaching methods of intelligent 
classroom education in a responsible manner for students. 
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